1
Sensorimotor system engagement during ASL sign perception: 1 an EEG study in deaf signers and hearing non-signers 2 3 1. The human action observation system 4 In recent years there has been increasing interest in how perception can be modulated by past 5 physical experience. This work primarily investigates patterns of brain activation during & Fox, 2019) , and plays a large role in the development in human social cognition (Iacoboni, 12 2009; Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia, 2010) . The AON encompasses regions in the premotor cortex, 13 inferior parietal lobule, supplementary motor area, and primary somatosensory cortex (Caspers, 14 Zilles, Laird, & Eickhoff, 2010; Cross, Hamilton, Kraemer, Kelley, & Grafton, 2009). Prior 15 research suggests that physical experience with actions affects the functioning of these systems, 16 but the exact nature of this effect is not fully understood. 17
In an effort to clarify whether AON activation is related to a person's individual motor & Jansen-Osmann, 2008). The AON has been the focus of a wide variety of research that 2 exemplifies its far-reaching involvement in human action processing, such as: biological motion 3 represented as point light displays (Ulloa & Pineda, 2007) , gestures ( relationship between activation in the AON and experience postulates that the more experience a 17 person has with an action, the greater the mirror mechanism involvement during observation of 18 said action. This phenomenon is said to enable automatic comprehension of the action, thus 19 facilitating understanding (Rizzolatti & Fogassi, 2014) . Given that motor imagery, action 20 observation, and movement execution utilize similar premotor-parietal and somatosensory However, a growing body of evidence strongly suggests that this relationship cannot be 3 fully explained by the direct matching theories of action observation (Cross et al., 2011; Gardner 4 et al., 2017; Gazzola, Rizzolatti, Wicker, & Keysers, 2007; Liew, 2013) . This work shows 5 greater sensorimotor activity when participants are unfamiliar with the observed action, 6 compared to actions they are familiar with. This increased sensorimotor activity during 7 observation of unfamiliar actions is hypothesized to be an effect of heavy feedforward 8 processing-the brain attempting and failing to match the observed action, consequently 9 manifesting as robust AON activation (Gardner et al., 2017) . Within this non-linear framework, 10 studies explaining increased recruitment/experience through direct matching theories are not 11 accounting for the spectrum of human action experience. Given that there may not be a linear 12 relationship between experience and activation, a non-linear relationship that relies on a 13 familiarity continuum ranging from no experience, to some experience, to much experience, may 14 provide a more complete explanation (Cross et al., 2012) . Thus, under this non-linear framework, 15 it would be possible to see increased sensorimotor activation for those with almost no experience 16 and those with an expansive amount of experience and lessened recruitment for those with 17 moderate familiarity (Cross et al., 2012; Gardner et al., 2017; Liew, 2013) . 18
These experience-dependent AON investigations, in addition to many others, attempt to 19 further explain the nature of the relationship between action experience and action perception. 20
Contention with direct matching theories of action observation demonstrate the need to further 21 explore the plasticity of the sensorimotor system as it relates to action experiences. As this body 22 of AON research continues to grow, there are only a handful of studies attempting to connect 23 action observation to a population that utilizes action as its main form of communication: 2016 ), suggesting that lack of MNS involvement for deaf signers is dependent 3 on sign language knowledge, not auditory deprivation alone. 4
It has been theorized that non-signers activate the AON more strongly for gesture 5 compared to signing, although both contain little to no linguistic information for this population. 6
This pattern may be due to a hearing non-signer's greater potential to imitate gestures, since they 7 do not contain the same details, such as varying handshape and movement, as sign language does 8 (MacSweeney et al., 2004) . This notion is consistent with recent research in the match between 9 an observer's motor experience and the performer's motor skill impacts the degree of AON 10 involvement during perception (Errante & Fogassi, 2019) . In contrast, deaf fluent signers are 11 drawing upon both motor and linguistic knowledge when viewing signs. Signers may implicitly 12 apply sign language knowledge when processing gesture or pantomime in an attempt to derive 13 meaning from it, transferring the cognitive load to more traditionally linguistic areas (i.e. fronto-14 temporal areas). 15
While studies thus far have explored the AON in relation to sign language comparing: vs. transitive object-oriented actions (Corina et al., 2007) , no work has investigated sign 19 language and the AON through a sign-only paradigm for both hearing and deaf participants. 20
While previous work contrasts sign with gesture, sign language has yet to be further broken 21 down into additional action categories, leaving it unknown if deaf signers recruit the AON 22 differently for varying sign types. Historically, action observation research uses the same 23 category of complex action for stimuli (i.e. dancing) but then breaks that down further (i.e. ballet 1 or capoeira) to control for perceptible differences within the complex action itself (Calvo- Merino 2 et al., 2005) . Sign language research would benefit from being explored in the same manner as 3 other action observation research, framing signs as complex actions and controlling for 4 perceptible differences, as the AON may be differentially sensitive to the gross sensorimotor 5 characteristics of observed signs. other action observation research, as the action experts (i.e. signers) do not robustly recruit the 12 MNS. By investigating this topic through the mu rhythm, our results will inform the relationship 13 between sign language perception and MNS involvement while also adding to the growing body 14 of evidence that investigates the overall relationship between experience and AON recruitment. 15 16 1.4. The current study 17
By framing sign language research as action, we aim to shed light on the role the AON plays in 18 sign language perception for users and non-users of the language, resulting in a better 19 understanding of overall AON functioning. We aimed to answer two questions: 1) How do Deaf 20
and Hearing groups differ in sensorimotor EEG rhythm activity during perception of ASL signs; 21 and 2) are both groups sensitive to the gross sensorimotor characteristics of observed signs? The 22
second of these questions allows us to address the possibility that even if signers show less 23 activity in AON regions during action observation, they may still be drawing upon their own 1 sensorimotor systems when perceiving signs. To answer these questions, we designed an EEG 2 study in which Deaf signers and Hearing non-signers both watched videos of ASL signs which 3 varied in their sensorimotor demands: half of the videos showed signs that used one hand, while 4 half of the signs used two hands. communities through flyers, Craigslist, and Facebook advertisements. All deaf participants were 10 self-identified as fluent in American Sign Language. All Hearing participants reported typical 11 hearing and their sign language familiarity on a 1-10 scale. We excluded participants if they 12 rated their own skills a 3 or above. Participants signed an informed consent form presented in 13 written English and/or American Sign Language that had been approved by the University 14
Institutional Review Board. Participants were compensated $20.00 an hour for their time. 15
Educational, demographic, and language background information is shown in Tables 1 and 2 
. 16
Data from all participants in the current study was also analyzed in another recent publication 17 from our laboratory (Quandt & Kubicek, 2018 .
. Table 2 . Demographics and language background information for all participants. contacted the body. If the sign did not include contact, sign onset was considered to be when the 8 handshape arrived at the target location near the body or in neutral space (Caselli et al., 2016) . 9
Participants were told to keep track of how many "freeze frames" (stilled frames within the 10 presented video) they saw within the presentation of 92 videos (12 freeze frames total approximately 2.5 feet away. After presentation of the stimulus, a fixation cross was presented 5 for 1 -2.5 s (randomized) in the center of the screen. Each video clip contained an audio trigger 6 at the moment of sign onset (as defined by the ASL-LEX database), which was recorded by the 7 EEG recording software. Participants were told to keep track of how many "freeze frames" they 8 saw within the presentation of 92 videos. Recordings from these 'catch-trials' were not analyzed 9 at any point in time. The full experiment consisted of four blocks with a total of 92 stimuli. The 10 92 stimuli were randomized then separated into four blocks of 23 trials each. Each video 11 stimulus was seen only once, and breaks were given in between blocks. 12 13 2.4. Procedure and Recording 14
Following the consent procedure and an introduction to the experiment, participants were fit with 15 the appropriate EEG cap and completed a language background form. Participants were 16
instructed to attend to "freeze-frame" trials as described above and asked to report to the 17 experimenter how many of these trials they had seen after each block of videos. A practice 18 portion consisting of 10 trials took place to ensure the participant's understanding of the task. Alternatively, it is possible that deaf signers will show less desynchronization in sensorimotor 20 EEG rhythms than hearing non-signers, as has been suggested by relevant work in fMRI 21 (Emmorey et al., 2010) . Our second prediction is that there will be a greater desynchronization of 22 power observed at central electrode sites during observation of two-handed signs as compared to 23 one-handed signs for both Deaf and Hearing groups due to greater vicarious engagement of the 1 sensorimotor cortex. Execution of two-handed signs recruits primary sensory and motor cortices 2 more strongly than one-handed signs ( Planned t-tests were driven by a priori predictions developed before data analysis (see above). 10
Tests included analysis of EEG waveforms across the scalp in four frequency bands: low alpha 11 (8-10 Hz), high alpha (11) (12) (13) , low beta (14-17 Hz) and high beta (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . For each of 12 these frequency bands we divided the epoch of interest into four time bins, which covered the 13 majority of the duration of the sign: 0-250 ms, 250-500 ms, 500-750 ms, and 750-1000 ms. In an 14 effort to avoid spurious findings, we only considered an effect noteworthy if it was significant at 15 three or more adjacent electrodes. To control for multiple comparisons, we used a corrected p 16 value of 0.16 (.05/3) as the threshold for significance. This analytical approach has been used in 17 previously published work (Quandt & Kubicek, 2018) . In the lower alpha band (8-10 Hz), we found no significant (p < .016) differences between Deaf 10 and Hearing groups in the 0-250 ms time bin. A significant (p < .016) main effect in the latter 3 11 time bins encompassing 250-1000 ms post-sign onset was found in left lateralized and bilateral 1 parieto-occipital regions. During this time period, the Hearing group showed greater 2 desynchronization in alpha power in compared to the Deaf group. 3
In the upper alpha band (11) (12) (13) , similar to lower alpha, there were no significant 4 differences between Deaf and Hearing groups in the 0-250 ms time bin (p > .016). The Hearing 5 group showed significantly greater alpha desynchronization while observing signs as compared 6
to the Deaf group in the latter three time bins encompassing 250-1000 ms post sign onset (p < 7 .016). This effect was found in left central electrodes (see Figure 1 ). 8
In the lower (14-17 Hz) and upper (18- with the false discovery rate (FDR) correction applied. 6 7
Time-frequency analysis at ROI 8
In the Deaf group, six electrodes within the ROI showed significant effects of condition (1H v. 9 2H) on alpha power (8-13 Hz) during sign perception (p < .05, FDR corrected). Of these six 10 significant effects, five indicated greater alpha desynchronization in the 2H condition as 11 compared to the 1H condition (see Figure 2 ). In the remaining electrode, there was more alpha 12 desynchronization for 1H. Eight electrodes showed significant effects of condition (1H v. 2H) on 13 beta power (14-25 Hz) during sign perception (p < .05, FDR corrected). For all eight electrodes, 14 there was greater beta desynchronization in the 1H condition as compared to the 2H condition. 15
In the Hearing group, six central electrodes showed significant effects of condition (1H v. condition (see Figure 2 ). Ten electrodes showed significant effects of condition (1H v. 2H) on 1 beta power (14-25 Hz) during sign perception (p < .05, FDR corrected). For nine electrodes, 2 there was greater beta desynchronization in the 2H condition as compared to the 1H condition. 3
One electrode showed the opposite effect within beta. The goal of the current study was to investigate the extent to which deaf signers engage 17 sensorimotor cortices during perception of ASL signs, and to compare this activity to that of 18 hearing non-signers. To that end, we designed a study asking how sensorimotor alpha and beta 19 rhythms are influenced by observation of 1-handed and 2-handed signs in deaf signers and 20 hearing non-signers. Two of the main findings of the present study are as follows: 1) Hearing 21 non-signing participants showed greater sensorimotor cortex activity in response to signs 22 compared to deaf signing participants; 2) Sensorimotor system activity in both deaf signers and 23 hearing non-signers is sensitive to the gross sensorimotor characteristics of observed signs, 1 suggesting that action mirroring processes are involved in sign perception for both groups. Our first aim was to compare sensorimotor system activity in deaf signers and hearing non-5 signers as they perceived individual ASL signs. We predicted, based on findings in the action-6 expertise literature, that deaf signers would show greater alpha/beta rhythm desynchronization 7 during ASL perception. However, the full scalp analyses showed that Hearing non-signers 8 showed more alpha and beta desynchronization during sign observation, in contrast to our 9 prediction. In fact, our data support the conclusion drawn by studies using PET and fMRI in that this notion, demonstrating that at least with sign language experience, greater action experience 20 does not lead to greater involvement of the sensorimotor cortex during observation. 21
The "neural efficiency" hypothesis states that with greater motor expertise in a given Aside from the comparison between hearing non-signers and deaf signers, we wanted to assess 1 whether deaf signers draw upon their own sensorimotor representations of observed signs to any 2 extent. To test this, we varied the gross motor characteristics of the observed signs by comparing 3 signs that use two hands to signs which are carried out on one hand only. We conducted our ROI 4 analyses at electrodes overlying sensorimotor cortices in Deaf and Hearing groups. Both Hearing 5
and Deaf groups showed differential responses to 1H and 2H signs, but the specifics of the 6 oscillatory response profiles were quite complex. Our prediction of greater alpha and beta 7 rhythm desynchronization for 2H signs in both groups was not supported. Rather, observation of 8 2H signs resulted in greater alpha desynchronization only for the Deaf group, and greater beta 9 desynchronization only for the Hearing group. In contrast, observation of 1H signs resulted in 10 greater alpha desynchronization for the Hearing group, and greater beta desynchronization in the 11
Deaf group. The alpha and beta bands often show different effects in response to sensorimotor 12 processing, and these differences may be attributable to different aspects of stimulus processing 13 (Weiss & Mueller, 2012) . 14 We conducted between-group analyses at occipital electrodes in order to test whether our 15 observed effects were driven by visual attention. The Deaf group showed no significant 16 differences between 1H and 2H within occipital electrode sites, and the Hearing group showed 17 only a transient difference between conditions well before sign onset occurred. Thus, the effects 18 we present here cannot be attributed to the occipital alpha rhythm. 19 20
Alpha-range effects 21
Producing a two-handed sign requires involvement of more of the primary sensorimotor cortices 22 than the production of a one-handed sign (Emmorey et al., 2016) . This activation is attributed to 23 greater sensorimotor demands of using two limbs simultaneously as compared to one, as the 1 same effects are seen with simple one-and two-handed movements (Toyokura et al., 2002) . Due 2 to this previous work, as well as work from the broader action mirroring field, we predicted that 3 there would be significantly greater alpha desynchronization during observation of 2H signs than 4 1H signs. A cluster of electrodes for the Deaf group does support this prediction (see Figure 2) , 5
whereas in the Hearing group it was 1H signs which resulted in greater desynchronization. Taken 6 together, these results suggest that the sensorimotor cortex is sensitive to the gross sensorimotor 7 characteristics of observed actions, for both Deaf and Hearing groups. However, the flipped 8 direction of the alpha rhythm desynchronization in response to the 1H/2H conditions across the 9 two groups was not expected. 10
Alpha range activity over the sensorimotor cortices is broadly known to be sensitive to Hearing non-signer, ASL signs are devoid of meaning, and one-handed signs may be simpler 20 compared to signs produced using two hands. 1H signs typically use less signing space, use only 21 one hand shape, and contain fewer locations than two handed signs, making them easier to 22 process if there is no prior familiarity with the movement, as is the case with the hearing non-23 signers. Prior work shows that hearing non-signers show more mirror system activity when 1 observing non-sign gestures than when observing sign language (MacSweeney et al., 2004). 2 Thus, it is possible that greater alpha desynchronization we found for Hearing non-signers during 3 observation of 1H signs is due to their increased ability to imitate them. Some work has shown 4 that the more meaningless a hand movement is to the observer, the greater the alpha 5 desynchronization (Streltsova, Berchio, Gallese, & Umilta, 2010), which again fits with our 6 observed results. The effects of sign meaning and complexity upon perceptual processes is an 7 area which would benefit from further research. 8
Deaf signers recruit sensorimotor cortices differently during execution of 1H and 2H 9 signs (Emmorey et al., 2016) . Given that greater alpha desynchronization in response to 2H signs 10 happened primarily within the first 600 ms post-stimulus onset, it is possible that a type of 11 inhibitory rebound is taking place. Desynchronization in alpha-range frequencies soon after 12 stimulus onset, followed by a period of increased synchronization (i.e. 'inhibitory rebound') is Deaf signing group exhibited motor resonance during 2H sign observation, closely followed by 16 inhibitory control (i.e. mu synchronization) in order to regulate automatic imitation processes. 17
For both groups, the differences in sensorimotor cortex activity in response to sign 18 characteristics were in primarily over the left sensorimotor cortex. We had expected that we 19 would see mu rhythm sensitivity to the sensorimotor characteristics of signs over right 20 hemishpere areas during 2H sign observation, as the primary difference between 1H and 2H 21 signs is the involvement of the left hand. Our pattern of results may be explained by the fact that 22 during action observation, the same bilateral responses are not seen, due to the lack of explicit 23 motor planning involved in the task, as has been found in prior work (Avanzini et al., 2012; 1 Quandt & Kubicek, 2018) . Overall, the results seen in the alpha range EEG frequencies suggest 2 that while both Deaf and Hearing groups were sensitive to the observed sensorimotor 3 characteristics of signs, only the Deaf group showed the predicted effect of more sensorimotor 4 cortex activity in response to signs which had greater sensorimotor demands. 5 Based on previous sign execution and action simulation research, we predicted there would be 8 significantly greater beta desynchronization during the observation of 2H signs for both Deaf and 9
Hearing groups due to the greater sensorimotor demands of performing an action with two 10 hands. In fact, we found that while the Hearing group showed more beta desynchronization in 11 response to 2H signs, the opposite pattern was observed for the Deaf group. Thus, we found our 12 prediction to only be true for the Hearing group. While many researchers show greater beta 13 desynchronization in response to greater sensorimotor engagement, there is a growing body of 14 evidence demonstrating the opposite effect: beta desynchronization in response to smaller or less 15 demanding movements ( Overall, our current results suggest that varying gross sensorimotor characteristics of 3 observed signs differentially engage observers' sensorimotor brain regions. In contrast to prior 4 work demonstrating little or no involvement of action mirroring processes during signers' 5 observation of sign language, we demonstrate that deaf signers do draw upon their own 6 sensorimotor cortices during sign observation, in a manner which is sensitive to the physical and 7 kinematic properties of the signs they are seeing. It may be that the increased temporal resolution 8 of EEG time-frequency analyses has allowed for a view of neural mechanisms which would be 9 missed by hemodynamic neuroimaging methods. This may explain why our results reveal action 10 mirroring processes in signers contrary to prior neuroimaging studies (Corina et al., 2007; 11 Emmorey et al., 2010) . However, given that the results presented here are the first time-12 frequency analyses of deaf signers viewing signs, we recognize the need for future work in this 13 area to further differentiate the contributions of linguistic processing from those of action 14 mirroring. 15 16 
Future directions and conclusions 17
While all the deaf signers included in the current study were self-identified as fluent and the 18 instructions for the procedure were given in American Sign Language, we did not statistically 19 control for, or otherwise analyze, the age of ASL acquisition or educational background (i.e. 20 mainstream, deaf school). Also, no group comprised of deaf non-signers or hearing signers was 21 included in this design. Including a deaf non-signing group would control for effects of hearing 22 loss, while hearing signers would control for effects of sign language knowledge. Disentangling 23 effects of hearing status and language experience would shed further light on role the AON plays 1 in amodal language facilitation. Given the complex and likely non-linear nature of the 2 relationship between action experience and action mirroring, it is natural to wonder how varying 3 amounts of sign language experience would affect subsequent observation. Future work should 4 examine the profile of new ASL signers, or attempt to give novices controlled training 5 experiences with ASL. Only through work such as this will we be able to paint a fuller picture of 6 how ASL knowledge changes the neural substrates of action perception. 7
The goal of the current work was to shed further light on the relationship between the 8 Action Observation Network (AON) and sign language perception. By framing signs as complex 9 actions and controlling for gross motor differences within the action, we designed this study to language areas upon perception, as opposed to processing in typical action observation areas. 23
Work investigating the interaction between the AON and sign language has strongly suggested a 1 lack of MNS recruitment for deaf signers during sign language observation. Time-frequency 2 analyses over the central ROI demonstrate for the first time that the mirroring properties of the 3 AON are recruited when deaf signers observe signs, as demonstrated through the differential mu 4 rhythm desynchronization for 1H and 2H signs. By including conditions that facilitate the 5 comparison of sign types we demonstrate that future sign language/AON research would benefit 6 from poising signs as complex actions, resulting in a better understanding of overall AON 7 functioning. Significant work still needs to be done to explicate the relationship between these 8 complex linguistic actions and the AON, including further delineation of sign type and varying 9 groups of sign language users (i.e. deaf, hearing). Analyses following this study will illuminate 10 the boundaries of the AON in human language, informing on MNS roles within human social 11 cognition. 12 13
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